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Commerce and Conquest in the Mediterranean, 1100-1500 1993 from the 12th century merchants from

north italian and southern french towns were able to take advantage of christian conquests in italy sicily

and the levant to dominate the markets of those regions and of north africa this book examines the impact

of this combination of conquest and trade

The Siege of Jerusalem 2009-06-04 the story of the final battle of the first crusade the most extraordinary

siege in medieval history began with the arrival of a christian army at jerusalem on the dawn of tuesday 6

june 1099 other sieges may have lasted longer involved greater numbers of troops and deployed more

siege engines but nothing else in the entire medieval period compares to the extraordinary journey that

the besiegers had made to get to their goal and the heady religious enthusiasm among the troops this

was the culmination of the first crusade a military pilgrimage that had seen hundreds of thousands of men

women and children leave their homes in western europe march for three years over thousands of miles

and undergo tremendous hardship to reach their longed for goal jerusalem no other medieval army had

made such a journey and no other army had such a peculiar makeup there were hundreds of unattached

poor women gathered from the margins of northern french towns by the charity of the charismatic

preacher peter the hermit and given a new direction in their lives through the expedition to jerusalem there

were farmers who had sold their land and homes put all their belongings in two wheeled carts and

marched alongside their oxen bards came and earned their keep by composing songs about the events

they were witnessing from songs about the heroic charges of the nobles to bawdy satires on the lax

behavior of some of the senior clergy naturally knights and foot soldiers were at the heart of the fighting

forces but even here there was a strange fluidity to the army with the status of a warrior rising or falling

depending on his ability to keep his horse alive and his armor in good order the siege of jerusalem offers

a vivid and engaging account of the events of that siege the key figures the turning points the spiritual

beliefs of the participants the deep political rivalries and the massacre of the inhabitants which left such a

deep scar in the horrified imagination of those who learned about it that it still evokes passionate feelings

nearly a thousand years later

Warfare, Crusade and Conquest in the Middle Ages 2023-04-21 this volume brings together a series of

articles by john france published over a span of more than forty years covering a number of aspects of

the military and crusading history of the middle ages both in europe and the near east an interest in

understanding how war worked and why informs a first group of articles ranging from carolingian armies to
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the organisation of war in the 13th century the focus then turns to the crusades the most ambitious

conquests of the era with a set of studies on the first crusade and others on the manner and conduct of

warfare in the territories of the latin east the volume also includes a major unpublished analysis co

authored with nicholas morton of the problems faced by the local islamic powers in the early crusading

period reminding us that an army is only as strong as its enemies permit and suggesting that the

crusaders should be seen in this light

Edge of Empire 2005 written and researched on four continents edge of empire makes an original and

significant contribution to international history jasanoff offers a fresh account of european imperialism that

challenges received wisdom about how imperial power was asserted in asia and the middle east she

shows us that britain s expansion involved more than the mere imposition of an imperial project over

foreign subjects and that the stereotypical white man s burden ideology emerged only after long years of

cross cultural encounters book jacket

Conflict and Conquest in the Islamic World [2 volumes] [2 volumes] 2011-07-22 a reference work that

thoroughly documents the extensive military history of the islamic world between the 7th century and the

present day military political conflict and the resulting factionalism shifts in leadership and divergent belief

systems has been a constant and crucial part of the islamic world in order to fully grasp the cultural social

or political aspects of islam in the modern world it is necessary to comprehend the rich tapestry of islamic

history from pre islamic times to the present much of which involved armed conflict conflict and conquest

in the islamic world a historical encyclopedia provides hundreds of entries on wars revolutions sieges

institutions leaders armies weapons and other aspects of wars and military life enabling readers to

understand the complex role conflict has played in islamic life throughout history and see how islamic

warfare has evolved over the centuries this reference work covers not only the traditional middle eastern

regions and countries but also provides relevant historical information regarding islam in north africa

central asia southeastern asia and oceania

The Re-conquest: a Love Story. In Two Cantos. Part the Second 1868 nest of deheubarth was one of the

most notorious women of the middle ages mistress of henry i and many other men famously beautiful and

strong willed object of one of the most notorious abduction elopements of the period and ancestress of

one of the most famous dynasties in medieval ireland the fitzgeralds this volume sheds light on women

gender imperialism and conquest in the middle ages from it emerges a picture of a woman who though
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remarkable was not exceptional representative not of a group of victims or pawns in the dramatic

transformations of the high middle ages but powerful and decisive actors the book examines beauty love

sex and marriage and the interconnecting identities of nest as wife concubine mistress both at the time

and in the centuries since her death when for welsh writers and other commentators she has proved a

powerful symbol

Gender, nation and conquest in the high Middle Ages 2016-05-16 he demonstrates how these novelists

use major and marginal figures to reflect upon the ways that institutional powers invoke episodes from the

discovery and conquest to legitimate the present and also to critique the recent historical past especially

in the case of uruguay and argentina which endured military dictatorships in the 1970s and 1980s jacket

The Re-conquest. A Love Story. In Two Cantos 1865 thomas allsen is one of the foremost historians of

the mongol empire his latest book breaks new scholarly boundaries in its exploration of cultural and

scientific exchanges between iran and china contrary to popular belief mongol rulers were intensely

interested in the culture of their sedentary subjects under their auspices various commodities ideologies

and technologies were disseminated across eurasia the result was a lively exchange of scientists scholars

and ritual specialists between east and west the book is broad ranging and erudite and promises to

become a classic in the field

Figural Conquistadors 2006 slavery race and conquest in the tropics challenges the way historians

interpret the causes of the american civil war using abraham lincoln and stephen douglas s famed rivalry

as a prism robert e may shows that when lincoln and fellow republicans opposed slavery in the west they

did so partly from evidence that slaveholders with douglas s assistance planned to follow up successes in

kansas by bringing cuba mexico and central america into the union as slave states a skeptic about

manifest destiny lincoln opposed the war with mexico condemned americans invading latin america and

warned that douglas s popular sovereignty doctrine would unleash us slaveholders throughout latin

america this book internationalizes america s showdown over slavery shedding new light on the lincoln

douglas rivalry and lincoln s civil war scheme to resettle freed slaves in the tropics

Culture and Conquest in Mongol Eurasia 2001-08-20 reproduction of the original the publishing house

megali specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier for people with

impaired vision

Rise Of The Trading State 1986-01-23 this work presents accurate accounts of the various expeditions of
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some daring people to the north pole the writer aimed to concisely report the efforts made to reach the

pole through this work written in 1910 this book gives a brilliant idea of the supplies and other means by

which the explorations have been carried on contents include parry s expedition of 1827 kane s expedition

1853 54 55 expedition commanded by dr hayes in 1860 61 the german expedition 1869 70 voyage of the

polaris 1871 73 the austro hungarian expedition 1872 74 the british expedition of 1875 76 the voyage of

the jeannette 1879 81 greely s expedition 1881 84 the norwegian polar expedition 1893 96 sverdrup s

expedition 1898 1902 italian expedition 1899 1900 peary s expeditions 1886 1909 dr cook s expedition

1907 9

Conflict and Conquest in the Islamic World 2011 the pax romana is famous for having provided a

remarkable period of peace and stability rarely seen before or since yet the romans were first and

foremost conquerors imperialists who took by force a vast empire stretching from the euphrates in the

east to the atlantic coast in the west their peace meant roman victory and was brought about by strength

and dominance rather than co existence with neighbours the romans were aggressive and ruthless and

during the creation of their empire millions died or were enslaved but the pax romana was real not merely

the boast of emperors and some of the regions in the empire have never again lived for so many

generations free from major wars so what exactly was the pax romana and what did it mean for the

people who found themselves brought under roman rule acclaimed historian adrian goldsworthy tells the

story of the creation of the empire revealing how and why the romans came to control so much of the

world and asking whether the favourable image of the roman peace is a true one he chronicles the many

rebellions by the conquered and describes why these broke out and why most failed at the same time he

explains that hostility was only one reaction to the arrival of rome and from the start there was alliance

collaboration and even enthusiasm for joining the invaders all of which increased as resistance

movements faded away a ground breaking and comprehensive history of the roman peace pax romana

takes the reader on a journey from the bloody conquests of an aggressive republic through the age of

caesar and augustus to the golden age of peace and prosperity under diligent emperors like marcus

aurelius offering a balanced and nuanced reappraisal of life in the roman empire

Slavery, Race, and Conquest in the Tropics 2013-10-07 juan de solorzano pereira 1575 1654 was a lawyer

who spent eighteen years as a judge in peru before returning to spain to serve on the councils of castile

and of the indies considered one of the finest lawyers in spain his work de indiarum jure was the most
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sophisticated defense of the spanish conquest of the americas ever written and he was widely cited in

europe and the americas until the early nineteenth century his work and that of the spanish school of

international law theorists generally is often seen as leading to hugo grotius and modern international law

however as james muldoon shows the de indiarum jure represents the fullest development of a medieval

catholic theory of international order that provided an alternative to the grotian theory

Unification and Conquest 1989 originally published in 1777 this work examines the history of the americas

and the expansion of europe and the growth of their colonial empires in the new world

The Sovereigns of England from the Norman Conquest, in Rhyme 1872 the history of english rule in

ireland stretches back to the twelfth century this book examines the actions of the earliest english settlers

in ireland and asks a number of questions about the society they developed there why did these people

come to ireland how did they interact with the native irish neighbors what was the nature of their

relationship with england this was also a time of english expansion in wales and scotland and the book

suggests comparisons and contrasts with the irish experience in this broader setting

Wulf the Saxon; A Story of the Norman Conquest 2024-03-16 excerpt from history of the conquest of peru

the most brilliant passages in the history of spanish adventure in the new world are undoubtedly afforded

by the conquests of mexico and perm the two states which combined with the largest extent of empire a

refined social polity and considerable progress in the arts of civilisation indeed so prominently do they

stand out on the great canvas of history that the name of the one notwithstanding the contrast they exhibit

in their respective institutions most naturally suggests that of the other and when i sent to spain to collect

materials for an account of the conquest of mexico i included in my researches those relating to the

conquest of peru the larger part of the documents in both cases was obtained from the same great

repository the archives of the royal academy of history at madrid 8 body specially entrusted with the

preservation of whatever may serve to illustrate the spanish colonial annals the richest portion of its

collection is probably that furnished by the papers of munoz this eminent scholar the historiographer of the

indies employed nearly fifty years of his life in amassing materials for a history of spanish discovery and

conquest in america for this as he acted under the authority of the government every facility was afforded

him and public offices and private depositories in all the principal cities of the empire both at home and

throughout the wide extent of its colonial possessions were freely opened to his inspection the result was

a magnificent collection of manuscripts many of which he patiently transcribed with his own hand but he
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did not live to reap the fruits of his persevering industry the first volume relative to the voyages of

columbus was scarcely finished when he died and his manuscripts at least that portion of them which

have reference to mexico and peru were destined to serve the uses of another an inhabitant of that new

world to which they related about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare

and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical

work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the

original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the

original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast

majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the

state of such historical works

The Siege and Conquest of the North Pole 2022-06-13 this work has been selected by scholars as being

culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was

reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will

see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the

united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and

distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a

reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant

marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced

and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and

thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Pax Romana 2016-08-11 this book examines how translation facilitated the western conquest of china and

how it was in turn employed by the chinese as a weapon to resist the invasion in the late qing 1811 1911

it brings out the question on the role of translation as part of the western conquest of late qing china with

special attention drawn to the deceptions and manipulations in the translation of the sino foreign unequal

treaties signed during 1840 1911 the readers will benefit from the assertion that translation did not remain

innocent but rather became intermingled with power abuses in the chinese milieu as well

The Americas in the Spanish World Order 2015-09-01 this work has been selected by scholars as being

culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
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reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will

see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the

united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and

distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a

reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant

marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced

and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and

thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The History of the Discovery and Conquest of America 1835 this is the story of a great commander captain

robert corbet the most hated navy captain of his day and the battle for mauritius by 1809 the indian ocean

was the final battleground for nelson s navy and the french fleet at stake was britain s commercial lifeline

to india and its strategic capacity to wage war in europe

Colonisation and Conquest in Medieval Ireland 2006-06-01 historians of medieval europe have long

employed the family as a window through which to explore broader social political and economic issues

drawing primarily on the abundant charter sources in the archive of s s trinità at cava dei tirreni joanna h

drell has reconstructed the history of family relationships in the principality of salerno from its conquest by

the normans in 1077 to the death of the last norman king in 1194 in kinship and conquest drell challenges

historians to modify their views on the nature of medieval family structure complicated ties of blood and

marital kinship enabled the norman kings to solidify their central authority in the kingdom of southern italy

and sicily the author finds that in the principality a broad range of kin participated in the management of

family property and that kinship networks remained highly flexible drell mines the cava archive to

illuminate not only the composition of the noble families and the nature of kinship networks but also the

extent of genealogical memory the depth of norman cultural influence and the strategies the families used

to transfer patrimonial holdings and hence political power one of the first books to integrate the italian

south into the larger history of medieval europe kinship and conquest is a novel contribution to the rich

historiography on kinship and political power in western europe

The Spanish Conquest in America 1861 classic work assessing the impact of the norman conquest in

european context the introduction of brown s book should be made compulsory reading london review of
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booksthe english who faced the forces of william duke of normandy on 14 october 1066 were by no

means a pure bred and unified race norwas the flower of england s manhood laid low by an army of self

seeking norman opportunists r allen brown traces the forces and influences that shaped both england and

normandy in the decades before 1066 and shows how the new order emerging from the aftermath of the

battle of hastings produced a degree of political unity and social dynamism previously unknown in england

bringing a reinvigorated nation fully into the mainstream of the dynamic expansion of western latin

christendom r allen brown was professor of history at king s college london and founder of the annual

battle conference on anglo norman studies

History of the Conquest of Peru (Classic Reprint) 2018-03-07 the spanish conquest has long been a

source of polemic ever since the early sixteenth century when spanish jurists began theorizing the legal

merits behind native dispossession in the americas but in the business of conquest empire love and law in

the atlantic world nicole d legnani demonstrates how the financing and partnerships behind early

expeditions betray their own praxis of imperial power as a business even as the laws of the indies were

being written she interrogates how and why apologists of spanish christian empire such as josé de acosta

found themselves justifying the spanish conquest as little more than a joint venture between crown and

church that relied on violent actors in pursuit of material profits but that nonetheless served to propagate

christianity in overseas territories focusing on cultural and economic factors at play and examining not

only the chroniclers of the era but also laws contracts theological treatises histories and chivalric fiction

legnani traces the relationship between capital investment monarchical power and imperial scalability in

the conquest in particular she shows how the christian virtue of caritas love and charity of neighbor and

thus god became confused with cupiditas greed and lust because love came to be understood as a form

of wealth in the partnership between the crown and the church in this partnership the work of the

conquistador became ultimately that of a traveling business agent for the spanish empire whose excess

from one venture capitalized the next this business was thus the business of conquest and featured

entrepreneurial violence as its norm not exception the business of conquest offers an original examination

of this period including the perspectives of both the creators of the colonial world monarchs venture

capitalists conquerors and officials of religious figures such as las casas and finally of indigenous points of

view to show how a venture capital model can be used to analyze the partnership between crown and

church it will appeal to students and scholars of the early modern period latin american colonial studies
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capitalism history and indigenous studies

The Re-conquest. [in Verse] 2019-04-10 this is an enquiry into the place of the right of conquest in

international relations since the early sixteenth century and the causes and consequences of its demise in

the twentieth century it was a recognized principle of international law until the early years of this century

that a state that emerges victorious in a war is entitled to claim sovereignty over territory which it has

taken possession sharon korman shows how the first world war which led to the rise of self determination

and to calls for the prohibition of way prompted the reconstruction of international law and the consequent

abolition of the title by conquest her conclusion which highlights the merits and defects of the modern law

as a vehicle for discouraging war by denying the title to the conqueror challenges many of the

assumptions that have come to constitute part of the conventional wisdom of our times this is a study not

of international law narrowly conceived but of the place of a changing legal principle in international

history and the contemporary world

English-Chinese Translation as Conquest and Resistance in the Late Qing 1811-1911 2019-05-11 indian

removal was a process both physical and symbolic accomplished not only at gunpoint but also through

language in the midwest white settlers came to speak and write of indians in the past tense even though

they were still present winning the west with words explores the ways nineteenth century anglo americans

used language rhetoric and narrative to claim cultural ownership of the region that comprises present day

ohio indiana and illinois historian james joseph buss borrows from literary studies geography and

anthropology to examine images of stalwart pioneers and vanished indians used by american settlers in

portraying an empty landscape in which they established farms towns and civilized governments he

demonstrates how this now familiar narrative came to replace a more complicated history of cooperation

adaptation and violence between peoples of different cultures buss scrutinizes a wide range of sources

travel journals captivity narratives treaty council ceremonies settler petitions artistic representations

newspaper editorials late nineteenth century county histories and public celebrations such as regional fairs

and centennial pageants and parades to show how white americans used language metaphor and

imagery to accomplish the symbolic removal of native peoples from the region south of the great lakes

ultimately he concludes that the popular image of the white yeoman pioneer was employed to support

powerful narratives about westward expansion american democracy and unlimited national progress buss

probes beneath this narrative of conquest to show the ways indians far from being passive participated in
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shaping historical memory and often used anglo americans own words to subvert removal attempts by

grounding his study in place rather than focusing on a single group of people buss goes beyond the

conventional uses of history giving readers a new understanding not just of the history of the midwest but

of the power of creation narratives

The Re-Conquest. [In Verse] 2015-12-08 divinitial translation into english of a first person account of the

16th century conquest of peru written by a spanish soldier and naturalist pedro de cieza de leon was one

of the first europeans in the andean region of south america to use native inform div

Storm and Conquest 2008 the elizabethan conquest of ireland sparked off two linguistic events it initiated

the language shift from irish to english which constitutes the great drama of irish cultural history and it

marked the beginnings of english linguistic expansion palmer explores the role of language in shaping

colonial ideology and english identity

Kinship and Conquest 2018-10-18 the spanish conquest in america vol iv by arthur helps this book is a

reproduction of the original book published in 1868 and may have some imperfections such as marks or

hand written notes

The Normans and the Norman Conquest 1994 in this important new book the renowned historian serge

gruzinski returns to two episodes in the sixteenth century which mark a decisive stage in global history

and show how china and mexico experienced the expansion of europe in the early 1520s magellan set

sail for asia by the western route cortes seized mexico and some portuguese based in malacca dreamed

of colonizing china the aztec eagle was destroyed but the chinese dragon held strong and repelled the

invaders after first seizing their cannon for the first time people from three continents encountered one

other confronted one other and their lives became entangled these events were of great interest to

contemporaries and many people at the time grasped the magnitude of what was going on around them

the iberians succeeded in america and failed in china the new world became inseparable from the

europeans who were to conquer it while the celestial empire became for a long time to come an

unattainable goal gruzinski explores this encounter between civilizations that were different from one

another but that already fascinated contemporaries and he shows that our world today bears the mark of

this distant age for it was in the sixteenth century that human history began to be played out on a global

stage it was then that connections between different parts of the world began to accelerate not only

between europe and the americas but also between europe and china this is what is revealed by a global
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history of the sixteenth century conceived as another way of reading the renaissance less eurocentric and

more in tune with our age

Conflict and Conquest 1897 marc david baer offers a new theoretical understanding of religious

conversion grounded in a significant historical example the reign of the sultan mehmed iv 1648 87 as an

expression of his turn to piety mehmed iv actively sought to establish his reputation as a convert maker

convincing or coercing christian and jewish subjects of the empire to be honored by the glory of islam in

addition mehmed iv and his inner circle expressed their own conversion to piety and their dedication to

converting others islamizing not only individual souls but also geographical space mehmed iv is

remembered as an ineffectual ruler whose incompetence ultimately led to the catastrophic siege of vienna

and baer sheds new light on this disastrous reign by bringing to the fore the sultan s zeal for conversion

The Business of Conquest 2020-12-15

The Spanish Conquest in America and Its Relation to the History of Slavery and to the Government of

Colonies 1855

The Right of Conquest 1996-10-31

Winning the West with Words 2013-07-29

The Discovery and Conquest of Peru 1998

Language and Conquest in Early Modern Ireland 2001

The Spanish Conquest in America - Vol. IV 2016-06-28

The Eagle and the Dragon 2014-12-23

Honored by the Glory of Islam 2008-01-10
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